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1. WELCOME
What's in this Manual?
In this manual, you'll find information and procedures for the KSC Centralized Log
Hosting enterprise user - if you use our tools to investigate the problems and report
the results, this is the manual for you.

Overview
Splunk is a powerful and versatile IT search software that KSC uses to takes the pain
out of tracking and utilizing the information in your data center. If you have Splunk,
you won't need complicated databases, connectors, custom parsers or controls - all
that's required is a web browser and your imagination. Splunk handles the rest.
Can use Splunk to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continually index all of your IT data in real time.
Automatically discover useful information embedded in your data, so you
don't have to identify it yourself.
Search your physical and virtual IT infrastructure for literally anything of
interest and get results in seconds.
Save searches and tag useful information, to make your system smarter.
Set up alerts to automate the monitoring of your system for specific recurring
events.
Generate analytical reports with interactive charts, graphs and tables, and
share them with others.
Share saved searches and reports with fellow Splunk users, and distribute
their results to team members and project stakeholders via E-mail.
Proactively review your IT systems to head off server downtimes and security
incidents before they arise.
Design specialized, information-rich views and dashboards that fit the wideranging needs of your enterprise.
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2. WAYS TO ACCESS CENTRALIZED LOG HOSTING PAGE
This topic discusses the different ways in which you can connect to and use Splunk.

Centralized Log Hosting Web Page
Centralized Log Hosting web is the dynamic and interactive graphical user interface.
Accessed via a web browser, KSC Centralized Log Hosting web is the primary
interface used to search and investigate, report on results, and manage one or more
deployment.

Launch KSC Centralized Log Hosting web in a browser. Launch
a web browser and navigate to:
https://loghost1.ksc.net.th
The first time you log in, use the username and password given by KSC.

Welcome to Centralized Log Hosting Web
When you log into the page for the first time, you should see the home page of KSC
Centralized Log Hosting web. This application is designed to help you get started
using tools.
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3. YOUR APPS IN KSC CENTRALIZED LOG HOSTING WEB
When you first launch Centralized Log Hosting web, you're looking at an application.
For most users, this will be the core Search application. Others may see platformspecific applications, with dashboards and views for use with the OS. When you're
using Splunk, you're using an application at all times; the dashboards and views
available to you depend on the application you're currently using.
Launch search app: this takes you to search interface, where you can start
searching your data.
Launch your company name app: this takes you to report interface, where you
can start searching your data as well.

No.1 Search Bar
Use for searching log data.
No.2 Customer Profile
Display customer profile and package information of Centralized Log Hosting service.
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No.3 Log Usage
Display quota usage space that hosted at KSC Log Server.
No.4 Top 10 Download Graph
Display real-time graph of the top 10 internal IP address of Internet users for last 24
hours.
No.5 Top 10 Outgoing Protocol Graph
Display real-time graph of the top 10 service/protocol for last 24 hours.
No.6 Outgoing URL Graph
Display real-time graph of the top 10 websites for last 24 hours.
(Note : In case of your equipment cannot send/enable URL and send log to KSC Log Server, the
displayed graph cannot displayed the report).

Splunk Managemant Pages
Whatever application you're in when you launch web, you'll see at least two links in
the upper right corner of the screen: Manager and Jobs.
The Manager link takes you to configuration and management pages for your
system and applications.
The Jobs link opens the Job Manager window, which allows you to manage all
search jobs, both completed and currently running.
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4. APPLICATIONS
When you use Splunk, you're experiencing it in the context of one or more
applications. Each Splunk application is a collection of dashboards and views. Some
of them are designed specifically to help you manage data in specific OS platforms
or address particular business objectives.
At all times, when you're using Splunk, you're using a Splunk application. We refer to
this as being "in" an application.

Splunk Home and the Getting Started App
Unless your administrator has configured your Splunk deployment differently, the
first time you install and log into Splunk, you'll see the Welcome to Splunk screen.
Click on the green Splunk “Home” tab. Splunk Home shows you the list of
applications that have been preinstalled for you and that you have permissions to
see. By default, one of these applications is the Getting Started application. This
application has been developed to introduce new users to its features.

What Else You Get by Default
Splunk also comes with the Search application and another application to support
your OS by default. The Search application provides an interface that provides the
core functionality of Splunk and is designed for general-purpose use. If you've used
Splunk before, the Search application replaces the main Splunk web functionality
from earlier versions. In the Search application, you see a search bar and a
dashboard full of graphs. When you are in the Search application, you change the
dashboard or view by selecting new ones from the “Views” drop-down menu in the
upper left of the window.
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If you want to change the application you're in, select a new one from the
application drop-down menu at the top right:

You can also return to your home page and select another application from there.

Get More Apps
You can add other applications to the list of applications in your Home or in the
“App” menu. For example, if the bulk of your data operations work involves tasks
related to things like security, change management or PCI (Payment Card Industry)
compliance, you'll be happy to know that Splunk has applications that specialize in
helping you with them. Howevere, the other applications were the additional
package for you. If you have to use other applications, we recommend you to check
it out and give us your requirement and feedback! KSC sales representative can help
you.
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5. THE SEARCH APPLICATION
Find the Search App
You can access the Search application from anywhere in KSC Centralized Log
Hosting page. To get to the Search application from Home or another application or
view, use the “App” menu at the upper right corner to select the “Search”
application:

If the “App” menu is not available, select “Home” in the “App” menu or click the
“<< Back to Home” link at the top left corner of the page:

Once you're back in Home, select “Search” from the “App” menu. The first view
that you see in the Search application is the Summary dashboard.
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The Summary Dashboard
The Search application's Summary dashboard displays information about the data
that you just uploaded to this Splunk server and gives you the means to start
searching this data.

The metrics displayed on this dashboard are generated by saved searches that run
behind-the-scenes whenever you access and reload this page.

What's in this Dashboard?
The Search application includes many different dashboards and views. For now, you
really only need to know about two of them:
•
•

Summary: where you are now.
Search: where you will do most of your searching.

Use the Search navigation menus to locate and access the different views in the
application. When you click on the links, it takes you to the respective dashboards or
refreshes the page if you're already there.
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Other Things in the Search App UI:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Searches & Reports: lists all of your saved searches and reports.
Search bar and Time range picker: enables you to type in your search
and select different time ranges over which to retrieve events.
All indexed data panel: displays metrics about your indexed event data
which include the total number of events you have in your index(es) and the
timestamps of the earliest and latest indexed event. It also tells you when this
data was last refreshed (or when you last reloaded this dashboard).
Sources panel: displays the top sources from the data on KSC Log Server.
Sourcetypes panel: displays the top source types from your data.
Hosts: displays the top hosts from your data.

Kick off a Search
1. Take a closer look at the Summary dashboard.
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Searching in KSC log search is very interactive. Although you have a search bar in
the Summary dashboard, you don't need to type anything into it just yet. Each of
the sources, sourcetypes, and hosts listed in the Summary dashboard is a link that
will kick off a search when you click on them.
2. In the “Sourcetypes” panel, click on “syslog”. It takes you to the
Search dashboard, where it runs the search and shows you the results:

There are a lot of components to this view, so let's take a look at them before
continuing to search.

Splunk pause My Search?
If you are searching on a data, your search might take a bit longer. If your search
takes longer than 30 seconds, it will be automatically paused. If autopause pops up,
click “Resume search”.

What's in this Search Dashboard?
The search bar and time range picker should be familiar to you - it was also in the
Summary dashboard. But, now you also see a count of events, the timeline, the
fields menu, and the list of retrieved events or search results.
•
•

Actions menu: Use this menu to save a search or report after you run it,
create a dashboard, or print your report.
Count of matching and scanned events: As the search runs, Splunk
displays two running counts of the events as it retrieves them: one is a
matching event count and the other is the count of events scanned. When the
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•

•

•

search completes, the count that appears above the timeline displays the total
number of matching events. The count that appears below the timeline and
above the events list, tells you the number of events during the time range
that you selected. As we'll see later, this number changes when you drill
down into your investigations.
Timeline of events: The timeline is a visual representation of the number of
events that occur at each point in time. As the timeline updates with your
search results, you might notice clusters or patterns of bars. The height of
each bar indicates the count of events. Peaks or valleys in the timeline can
indicate spikes in activity or server downtime. Thus, the timeline is useful for
highlighting patterns of events or investigating peaks and lows in event
activity. The timeline options are located above the timeline. You can zoom in,
zoom out, and change the scale of the chart.
Fields menu: We mentioned before that when you index data, Splunk by
default automatically recognizes and extracts information from your data that
is formatted as name and value pairs, which we call fields. When you run a
search, Splunk lists all of the fields it recognizes in the Fields menu next to
your search results. You can select other fields to show in your events.
o Selected fields are fields that are set to be visible in your search
results. By default, host, source, and sourcetype are shown.
o Other interesting fields are other fields that Splunk has extracted
from your search results.
o Field discovery is an on/off switch at the top of the Fields menu.
Splunk's default setting is Field discovery on. If you want to speed up
your search, you can turn Field discovery off, and Splunk will extract
only the fields required to complete your search.
Event viewer: The event viewer displays the events that Splunk retrieves to
match your search. It's located below the timeline. By default the events are
displayed as a list, but you can also choose to view them as a table. When
you select the event table view, you will only see the Selected fields in your
table. When you're ready, proceed to the next topic to start searching and
find out what's up at the flower shop.
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6. START SEARCHING
This topic walks you through simple searches using the Search interface. If you're
not familiar with the search interface, go back to the Search application tutorial
before proceeding.

Typeahead for Keywords
Everything in Splunk is searchable. You don't have to be familiar with the
information in your data because searching in Splunk is free-form and as simple as
typing keywords into the search bar and hitting “Enter” (or clicking that green
arrow at the end of the search bar).
In the previous topic, you ran a search from the Summary dashboard by clicking on
the source type (syslog). Use that same search to find this recent access history.
1. Type the IP address into the search bar: sourcetype=”syslog” ip address.
As you type into the search bar, Splunk's search assistant is opened.
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Search assistant shows you typeahead, or contextual matches and completions for
each keyword as you type it into the search bar. These contextual matches are
based on what's in your data. The entries under matching terms update as you
continue to type because the possible completions for your term changes as well.
Search assistant also displays the number of matches for the search term. This
number gives you an idea of how many search results Splunk will return. If a term
or phrase doesn't exist in your data, you won't see it listed in search assistant.
What else do you see in search assistant?
For now, ignore everything on the right panel next to the contextual help. Search
assistant has more uses once you start learning the search language, as you'll see
later. And, if you don't want search assistant to open, click "turn off auto-open" and
close the window using the green arrow below the search bar.
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2. If you didn't already, run the search for the IP address. Press “Enter”. It
retrieves the access history for your data search.

Each time you run a search, Splunk highlights in the search results what you typed
into the search bar.
3. Skim through the search results. You should recognize words and phrases
in the events that relate to the data.
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7. CHANGE THE TIME RANGE
This topic assumes that you're familiar with running ad hoc searches and using the
timeline. If you're not sure, review the previous topics on searching and using the
timeline.
This topic shows you how to narrow the scope of your investigative searching over
any past time range. If you have some knowledge about when an event occurred,
use it to target your search to that time period for faster results.
Drop down the time range picker and change the time range to Other >
Yesterday.

Out-of-the box, Splunk searches across all of your data; that is, the default time
range for a search is across "All time". If you have a lot of data, searching on this
time range when you're investigating an event that occurred 15 minutes ago, last
night, or the previous week just means that Splunk will take a long time to retrieve
the results that you want to see.
Selecting a time range from this list automatically runs the search for you. If it
doesn't, just hit Enter.
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Splunk also provides options for users to define a custom time range to search or
select to search a continuous stream of incoming events.
• Real-time enables searching forward in time against a continuous stream
of live incoming event data. Because the sample data is a one-time upload,
running a real-time search will not give us any results right now. We will
explore this option later. Read more about real-time searches and how to
run them in "Search and report in real-time"
• Custom time... pops up a new window and enables you to define your
own time ranges based on specific dates, relative dates, real-time
windows, or using the search language.
Up to now, you've run simple searches that matched the raw text in your events.
You've only scratched the surface of what you can do in Splunk. When you're ready
to proceed, go on to the next topic to learn about fields and how to search with
fields.
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8. SAVE A SEARCH
This topic assumes you're comfortable running searches with fields. If you're not, go
back to the previous topic and review how to Use fields to search.
This topic walks you through the basics of saving a search and how you can use that
search again later.
The search you will run every morning. Rather than type it in manually every day,
you decide to save this search.
Example 1: Run the search for all errors seen yesterday:
error OR failed OR severe OR (sourcetype=access_* (status=404 OR status=500 OR
status=503))
1. Click “Actions” above the search bar.

2. Select “Save search...” from the drop down list.
The Save search dialog box opens.
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At a minimum, a saved search includes the search string and the time range
associated with the search, as well as the name of the search.
3. Name the search, Errors (Yesterday)
4. Under Search, don't modify the search string.
5. Leave the Time range as it is.
6. Leave Share set as it is.
7. Click Finish. Splunk confirms that your search was saved:

8. Find your saved search in the Searches & Reports list:
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Because the saved search's name contained the word "Error”, Splunk lists it in the
saved search submenu for Errors.
The green dot next to your saved search means that it's local to your Splunk
account; right now you are the only one that is authorized to access this saved
search. Since this is a search that others on your team may want to run, you can set
it as a global saved search that they can access. To do this, read more about saving
searches and sharing search results.
Manage searches and reports
If you want to modify a search that you saved, use the Searches & Reports menu
to select Manage Searches & Reports. This takes you the Splunk Manager page for
all the searches and reports you're allowed to access (if you're allowed to access
them). From here you can select your search from the list. This take you to the
searches edit window where you can then change or update the search string,
description, time range, and schedule options.
Save and share search results
Saving the results of a search is different from saving the search itself. You do this
when you want to be able to review the outcome of a particular run of a search at a
later time. Read more about this in saving searches and sharing search results.

Now, you can save your searches after you run them. When you're ready, proceed
to the next topic to learn more ways to search.
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9. USE FIELD LOOKUPS
If you're not familiar with using a subsearch, this topic walks you through using field
lookups.

What are Field Lookups?
Field lookups enable you to reference fields in an external CSV file that match fields
in your event data. Using this match, you can enrich your event data by adding more
meaningful information and searchable fields to them.
For an example that shows you how to use field lookups to add HTTP status code
descriptions to your web access event data, see this user manual topic.
This field doesn't exist in your data, so you need to use an external file.
Example:
To proceed, download and uncompress
product_lookup.csv.zip Find the Lookups manager

this

CSV

file:

1. In the Splunk navigation menus, on the upper right corner, click “Manager”.

This takes you to Splunk’s Manager view.
2. Under Apps and knowledge, click “Lookups”.
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This takes you to the Manager > Lookups view.

Upload the lookup file
In the Manager > Lookups view:
1. Under Actions for Lookup table files, click “Add New”. This takes you to
the Manager > Lookups > Lookup table files view where you upload CSV
files to use in your definitions for field lookups.

2. Leave the Destination app as search. This tells Splunk to save your lookup
table file in the Search app.
3. Under Upload a lookup file, browse for the CSV file (product_lookup.csv) to
upload.
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4. Under Destination filename, name the file product_lookup.csv.
5. This will be the name you use to refer to the file in a lookup definition.
6. Click “Save”. This uploads your lookup file to Splunk to the Search app, but
now you need to define the type of lookup you want to set up.
7. Return to Manager > Lookups by clicking the breadcrumb:

Define the field lookup
In the Manager > Lookups view:
1. Under Actions for Lookup definitions, click “Add New”.
This takes you to the Manager > Lookups > Lookup table files view where you
define your field lookup.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Leave the Destination app as “search”.
Name your lookup product_lookup.
Under Type, select “File-based”.
Under Lookup file, select “product_lookup” (the name of your lookup
table).
6. Leave Configure time-based lookup and Advanced options
unchecked.
7. Click “Save”.
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Now Splunk knows that product_lookup is a file-based lookup.

Perform Actions on Running Searches
KSC log tools provide a set of controls that you can use to manage "in process"
searches. It displays these controls below the search bar while a search is running.
The controls include:
•

Send to background (blue button): Sends a search "to the background"
while you work on other projects in the foreground, and has the system notify
you when a backgrounded search is complete. You can use the Jobs page to
access backgrounded search jobs and review their results.

•

Pause/Resume (yellow button): Pauses a search in progress. Useful when
you're running a long search but want to put it on hold momentarily. Click
Resume to keep searching or Finalize to finalize the search (see below).

•

Finalize (green button): Stops a search before it completes. Splunk will
display the results that it has retrieved up to that point. You can use the
finalized results to build a report.

•

Cancel (red button): Cancels searches in progress and deletes all results.
Splunk lists recently canceled searches in the Jobs page, but, because their
results are deleted, it does not provide a view link for them.

•

Create alert: Click to define an alert based on your search. Alerts run saved
searches in the background (either on a schedule or in real time). When
the search returns results that meet a condition you have set in the alert
definition, the alert is triggered. For more information, see "Create an alert" in
this manual.

•

Add to dashboard: Click this if you'd like to generate a dashboard panel
based on your search and add it to a new or existing dashboard. Learn more
about dashboards in "Create and edit simple dashboards" in this manual.

•

Save search: Saves the search, so you can easily run the search again
without having to retype the search string. For more information, see "Save
searches and share search results" in this manual.

•

Build report: If you're dealing with a long search and don't want to wait
until the search completes to start defining a report based on it, click this to
launch the Report Builder and give yourself a head start. The search
continues running after the Report Builder is launched, and the finished report
covers the full range of the event data returned.
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10. CHANGE THE TIME RANGE TO NARROW YOUR SEARCH
With more flexible time range options, you can build more useful reports to compare
historical data.
For example, you may want to see how your system performs today, compared to
yesterday and the day before. Also, you may only be interested in analyzing data
during relevant time periods, such as Web traffic during business hours.
This topic discusses how to apply absolute and relative time ranges to your search
using:
• The time range menu.
• Search attributes earliest and latest.

Select time ranges to apply to your search
Use the time range picker dropdown to specify the time period you want to run
your search. If you want to specify a custom date range, select Custom time...
from the dropdown menu. Then, select "Date" in the popup window. You can enter
the date range manually or use the calendar pop-up.
For example, if you were interested in only events that occurred during the second
business quarter, April through June, you might select the date range:

The time range menu indicates the date range that you selected. Notice also that
the timeline only shows the selected date range:
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Define custom relative time ranges
1. From the time range picker, select Custom time...
2. Select Relative from the Range Type options.
3. Enter an Earliest time value.

Note: You can also use this window to see the Search language equivalent of your earliest time
value and the Effective range that it translates to in Splunk.

Examples of Relative Time Modifiers
For these examples, the current time is Wednesday, 05 February 2009, 01:37:05
PM. Also note that 24h is usually but not always equivalent to 1d because of
Daylight Savings Time boundaries.
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11. SAVE SEARCHES AND SHARE SEARCH RESULTS
After you run a search that returns interesting or useful results, you may want to
save the search, so the search can easily be run again without having to retype the
search string, among other things. Or you may want to save the results of this
particular search job, so you and others can review the results of this search run at a
later time. This topic covers both post-search actions.

Why save your searches?
It's important to understand why you might save your Splunk searches, because
there are reasons for doing so that go beyond the basic use case of enabling at-will
rerun of especially useful searches (when you select the saved search from the
Searches & Reports dropdown).
You also save searches when you want to:
•

•

•
•

Make the search available for others to run. When you save a search
you can adjust its permissions so that it can be accessed and run by other
users.
Set up an alert. An alert is a saved search that runs automatically on a
regular schedule. When the scheduled search runs and a specific condition is
met by the search results, an alert action is triggered.
Add the search to a dashboard. Saved searches form the basis for charts,
tables, and event listings in dashboard panels.
Set up a summary index. Summary indexes, which are used to enable fast
searches through especially large data sets, are based on saved searches.

How to save a search
If you've just designed a search that returns useful results and you want to save it
for any of the reasons listed above, it's pretty easy to do so. There are a number of
ways you can save the search through the Splunk Web UI once a search is running,
finalized, or completed. You can also use Manager or savedsearches.conf to add a
new saved search to Splunk. And you can define a saved search manually in
savedsearches.conf. See the following subsections for details on these methods.
At minimum, a saved search definition includes the search string and the time range
associated with the search (expressed in terms of relative time modifiers). It should
also include a search name—this is what appears in the Searches & Reports
dropdown after the search is saved.
Note: You can change the navigation rules for your app so that searches are saved to a location in
the top-level navigation other than Searches & Reports. For more information, see "Managing
saved search navigation", below.
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Save a running, completed, or finalized search
When you run a search in the Search view, you can:
•
•

•

Click the “Save search” link that appears above the search job status bar to
open the Save search dialog box.
Click “Add to dashboard” or “Create alert”. These open dialog boxes that
enable you to save the search before proceeding to either add the search to a
dashboard (in the form of a dashboard panel) or creating an alert based on
the search.
Select “Save search” from the Actions menu. This also opens the Save
search dialog box.

In all of these cases, the dialog boxes that open populate with the search string and
time range (expressed with relative time modifiers) filled out. You can modify
that information before you save it. You can also give the search a name. This name
will appear in the "Searches & Reports" list after you save the search.
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Add a New Saved Search in Manager
When you are saving a new search, it's easiest to just run the search and then use
the "Save search" dialog box to save it. This method enables you to test the search
before you save it.
But if you're in Manager, you can also open the "Searches and reports" page there
and click “New” to define and add a new saved search. This method requires that
you manually add the search string and time range (using relative time
modifiers) as well as the search name.

How to change password
To access Manager, log into Splunk Web and click “Manager” in the upper right:
Click “Users and Authentication”
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Click User options.

Enter the New Password in the Password field and click “Save” button.
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